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Donald Ostrowski (Cambridge, MA)
Scribal Practices and Copying Probabilities in the
Transmission of the Text of the Povest’ vremennykh let
In the last issue of this journal, Tat’iana Vilkul wrote a review article in which she
subjected the interlinear collated edition of the Povest’ vremennykh let (PVL) that I compiled and edited to a thorough examination and critical evaluation.1 Through her article, I
was led to Aleksei Gippius’ article in Russian Linguistics (2002), which is equally as
thorough in discussing the new translation of the PVL into German by Ludolf Müller and
also mentions my previous discussions about constructing a stemma for the PVL.2 In the
present article, I respond to a number of points raised in both Vilkul’s and Gippius’ articles. In particular, I focus on the understanding of scribal practices and copying probabilities in the transmission of the text of the PVL.
Vilkul cites and discusses examples from some 375 separate lines of the collation
and my paradosis. She focuses primarily, however, on the line of text designated “Ostr”,
which represents my understanding of α – the text that the author of the PVL wrote.
Although the parts that Vilkul discusses represent only 5% of the over 7500 column lines
of text and over 78,000 lines overall in the edition, her discussion still presents a substantial amount of rich material. The attention to detail in Vilkul’s article is impressive and I
welcome her concurrence on a number of my editorial choices.3 The evidence, nonetheless, does not always support other contentions of hers where she came to conclusions
that differ from my own. Basically, we are dealing here with two divergent approaches to
editing a text, and I continue to think the approach I used is the better of the two.
Vilkul begins her evaluation by delineating three aspects to examine: (1) the principles on which the text is being edited; (2) the value of the proposed stemma “to correctly
____________________________
1 Tat/ na0Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0i Textkritik. Ideal/nyj0proekt ...,” Palaeoslavica, vol. 12, no.
1 (2004), pp. 171–203.
2 Aleksej0 Gippius, “O kritike0 teksta0 i0 novom0 perevode-rekonstrukcii0 \Povesti0 vremennyx0let",” Russian Linguistics, vol. 26 (2002), pp. 63–126.
3 I am also grateful to her for pointing out several inaccuracies in the edition. I have already incorporated
those corrections into the on-line version of the PVL, located at http://hudce7.harvard.edu/˜ostrowski/pvl.
The required corrections are, however, far fewer than Vilkul claims. For example, she cites as “problems of
inexactnesses and mistakes of the publication, connected with ignoring the given paleography” the absence
of the second superscript letter in a different hand in the Radziwiłł copy. Yet we stated in the “Principles of
Transcription”: “Corrections that are obviously in a different hand (most notably in R [i.e., Radziwiłł]) are
omitted from the transcription without comment” (p. LXXIX). Similarly her claiming the transcription does
not represent capitalization in the Khlebnikov copy to her satisfaction (pp. 197–198) is also dealt with in
the “Principles of Transcription”: “Capitalization is used to represent large or decorative letters. We indicate only one level of capitalization.... [D]ecisions about whether a letter should be considered upper or
lower case are necessarily impressionistic. The letter in question is often somewhat larger than usual or of
a slightly different shape, but this larger or alternative form may on occasion be found elsewhere in the
same text in a position that the scribe would have had no reason to emphasize through capitalization” (p.
LXXVII).
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reconstruct the text of the Primary Chronicle” (Naalqna letopisq); and (3) the
accuracy of the transmission of the various copies and reconstructions by previous editors. Vilkul is modest in her approach to the first aspect declaring that she does not “feel
prepared” to discuss these principles: “ ne uvstvu0 seb 0 gotovoj0 k0 pervomu
aspektu – global/noj0 ocenke0 principov Textkritik (v interpretacii
Avtora) i proekta0ideal/nogo0izdani ” (p. 172). Indeed, she seems reluctant to
discuss them in any depth and more or less dismisses them out of hand. As an example
she cites the principle that a shorter reading is preferable to a longer reading. Both she
and I acknowledge there are cases when a longer reading is preferred. But she finds such
“principles to be always only principles, and for each most indisputable principle one
finds a multitude of exceptions” (principy – vsegda0 tol/ko0 principy, i na
kadyj0 samyj0 besspornyj0 princip0 najdets 0 mnoestvo0 isklenij) and
leading to “endless arguments about what may be and what may not be” (beskonenye
spory0o0tom, to0moet0byt/0i0ego0byt/0ne0moet) (p. 172). Therefore, she
decides “to move on to the second part” (perejti0ko0vtoroj0asti), the question of
the stemma.
In this moving on lies a crucial difference in our approaches. An edition such as this
one should indeed be evaluated on the bases that Vilkul proposes. Yet there is also
another criterion: the consistency with which the editor applied the enunciated editio
princeps. Thus, a reviewer can question the editorial principles that an editor states he is
using, but she should be explicit concerning which principles she does and does not
accept and why. By avoiding discussion of the editorial principles, the reviewer risks
substituting her own unarticulated and unexamined assumptions for reconstructing the
authorial text. I attempt to demonstrate this point in what follows by discussing in turn
the principles of editing, construction of the stemma, confluence (also called contamination), and control texts, all in relation to the examples she cites. In each case, I present
my reasoning for the editorial choices I made, but also acknowledge where I made, or
may have made, an incorrect choice. In this way, I hope to advance discussion of the
issues involved.
Principles of editing
First, for the convenience of the reader, listed below are the principles of editing as I
stated them in the Introduction to my edition.
1) The shorter reading is preferable to a longer reading, unless one can attribute the shorter
reading either to scribal haplography or to some other physical cause. The rationale
underlying this principle is that a copyist is more likely to have added his own clarification to a text than to have intentionally deleted words from an already clear text to make
it less clear. Unintentional deletions through mechanical copying errors occur relatively
frequently. Unintentional additions can also occur through repetition of words or phrases
(dittography), but that occurs much less frequently and is more readily apparent. Thus,
additions tend to be intentional; deletions, mechanical.
2) The more difficult reading is preferred to a smoother reading, except, again, where a
mechanical copying error would explain the roughness. The rationale is that a copyist is
more likely to have tried to make a rough reading smoother than to have made a smooth
reading more difficult to understand.
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3) The original may have contained mistakes. This principle, so obvious on the face of it,
was not fully acknowledged until the early twentieth century with the work of Dom
Henri Quentin.4 Acceptance of this principle allows us to account for subsequent
attempts by different copyists to introduce corrections at common places in the text they
are copying. The corrections may take various forms and can be explained only on the
basis of the recognition of error in the common exemplar.
4) Common readings in copies from diverse geographical areas are more likely to have
been in the original than a reading common to copies from only one area. Again, this is a
principle that text critics accepted only in the early twentieth century with the work of B.
H. Streeter on the locations of Gospel manuscript copying.5
5) Finally, ... a stemma, a genealogical relationship of the copies of a text, could be constructed on the basis of simple variants and then used to help determine the primacy of
more complex variants.

The principles are based on those developed by Biblical textual critics. Underlying
those principles is the fundamental means of reconstruction, which, in the words of the
Biblical scholar Bruce M. Metzger, is to “choose the reading which best explains the origin of the others.”6
Both Gippius and Vilkul question whether principles of textual criticism developed
in the study of the Bible are applicable to Rus’ chronicle texts. Neither of them, however,
discusses in detail why they think any particular principle does not apply. Vilkul agrees
that the principle of geographical diversity of MS copies is relevant to the editing of the
PVL but that “contamination” neutralized that diversity.7 Yet such contamination is limited and easily isolated from the mainlines of derivation.
Gippius disagrees with the principle that, when no other factors are involved, shorter
readings are to be preferred to longer readings. He argues that in chronicle copying the
copyists equally expanded and contracted the text.8 Yet, the difference in this respect
between Bible copying and chronicle copying is only one of degree, not of quality.
Chronicle copies may be less stable than Bible copies, but the additions and deletions
only make establishing the relationship among chronicle copies easier than among MS
copies of Biblical texts, where changes, for the most part, occur at the phrase, word, and
morphological level. The traditions of transmission of both, in any case, are “closed.”
Yet, even in regard to texts with an “open” tradition of transmission a stemma can be use____________________________
4 Quentin began his comparisons not by judging whether a particular reading was “correct” or a “mistake”
but by initially weighting all “variants” equally. Dom Henri Quentin, Essais de critique textuelle (Paris,
1926).
5 B. H. Streeter, The Four Gospels: A Study of Origins (London, 1924), esp. pp. 78, 106, 108, 148.
6 Bruce M. Metzger, The Text of the New Testament: Its Transmission, Corruption, and Restoration (New
York, 1964), p. 207.
7 Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0i Textkritik,” p. 200.
8 Gippius, “O kritike0 teksta,” p. 120 n. 4: “Kaets 0 oevidnym, to0 k0 letopis m0 qtot
princip0 kritiki0 biblejskix0 tekstov0 ne0 primenim: letopis/ – ne0 Sv +ennoe0 pisanie, i
tekst0 ee0 byl0 v0 ravnoj0 stepeni0 podveren0 sokra+eni m0 i0 rasprostraneni m0 pri0 perepiske0i0redakture”.
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ful and the principles of scribal copying can be fruitfully applied.9 Both Gippius and
Vilkul, for example, on occasion use one or more of the principles (e.g., haplography due
to homoioteleuton, lectio difficilior, etc.) formulated by Biblical text critics. These principles were developed to understand the nature of the readings in the various manuscript
copies of the Bible and how they came to be the way they are. Such principles are not
content or genre dependent, but copyist dependent. They are applicable to all our texts,
whether Biblical, chronicle, documentary, epistolary, and so forth. If one were to accept
Vilkul’s and Gippius’ qualification, that copying is somehow content dependent, then one
would be led to the position that each genre has its own principles of copying, and that
each scribe copied differently depending on the form and author’s intent of the work he is
copying.
Yet, such a position seems insupportable to me, and I doubt this is what either Gippius or Vilkul is proposing. Instead, it seems they are attempting to reconstruct an ideal
text that is “correct.” Their primary criterion for determining correctness is philology.
Thus, when faced with a divergence of readings in a particular passage, they determine
which one is the philologically correct reading, then declare that reading to be the primary one. They tend to assume that the author of the archetype wrote down “correct”
readings and that subsequent scribes botched them. In contrast, I am trying to reconstruct, insofar as possible, the text that the hegumen Sil’vestr wrote in 1116 (which I am
calling α). What this difference in approach means in practice is a difference in editorial
choices as to what readings were in α. In that sense, each reading has to be thought about
on its own terms. When given a choice between two readings, one that is philologically
correct and the other not, I looked at the characteristics of these readings and did not
assume that the author of the archetype always wrote impeccably or that ignorant, careless scribes always introduced errors. Instead, I acknowledged that at times scribes tried
to correct errors they found in their exemplars and that some of those errors can be traced
back to the author’s text.
Construction of the stemma
Vilkul claims that my stemma “is developed from the conclusions of S. A.
Bugoslavskii....”10 Gippius also asserts that my stemma “to a significant degree is based
on the stemma of Bugoslavskii and is able to be looked at as its immediate elaboration.”11
Here they are mistaken for I had constructed my basic stemma before I read
Bugoslavskii’s article and did so on the basis of the evidence of the main MS witnesses.
Furthermore, I cited available lists of common readings as a convenience for the reader
____________________________
9 See my “Introduction,” in Povest’ vremennykh let: An Interlinear Collation and Paradosis, edited and
compiled by Donald Ostrowski, with associate editor David J. Birnbaum, senior consultant Horace G. Lunt
(Cambridge, MA, 2003), pp. XXX–XXXI.
10 Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0 i Textkritik,” p. 172: “ vl ets 0 razvitiem0 obob+enij0 S. A. Bugoslavskogo” and she goes on to add that “Bugoslavskij0byl0v0izvestnom0smysle0antagonistom
Waxmatova....”
11 Gippius, “O kritike0 teksta,” p. 71: “Neobxodimo0 imet/0 v0 vidu, to0 stemma0 D.
Ostrovskogo0 v0 znaitel/noj0 mere0 baziruets 0 na0 stemme0 S. A. Bugoslavskogo0 i0 moet
rassmatrivat/s 0kak0ee0neposredstvennoe0razvitie.”
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rather than provide long lists in an Introduction that was long enough already, but I never
intended my citing of those lists to be understood as indicating they were the only basis
on which I formulated the stemma. I cited Shakhmatov for 4 of the 5 lists: (1) a list of
readings LTr =/ RA; (2) a list of common readings IX; (3) a list of readings XRA =/
LI; and (4) a list of readings XL =
/ IRA. My only citation of Bugoslavskii here was for
a list of readings of LRA =/ IXP.12
Both Vilkul and Gippius question the grouping of IX with N1 in the same family.
In particular, both of them point out that I merely cited Bugoslavskii in this regard and
did not provide any additional evidence of my own for this grouping, thinking that I had
followed Bugoslavskii’s assertion “on faith” and his examples only. Let us first look at
the examples that Bugoslavskii cited.13

Swæ; I: Rwæ; X: lacuna; N1: corresponding text not maintained here;
I: Rqsw. Bugoslavskii had accepted Shakhmatov’s claim that the Sofiia I Chronicle
provides evidence for the reading in the archetype of N1. As is clear from my stemma that I
provided in the “Introduction” (p. XXXIX), I do not accept Shakhmatov’s claim. Therefore, I
do not accept 12,20 as showing the proximity of IX to N1.14
2) 54,28 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: drevl ne.
3) 58,7 LRA: Sveneldw; IX: Svengeldw;15 N1: Svndeldw; Sof. I: Sventelqd. These
examples are merely alternate spellings of the same name and do not show proximity of IX
to N1.
4) 64,24 LRA: i legko xod ; IXN1: b bo samw xrabrw i legokw xod .16 Bugoslavskii
presented the Sofiia I and Nikon Chronicles as confirming this reading, but I do not accept
these chronicles as providing independent evidence for readings of the PVL.
5) 65,11 LRA: 0;
/ IX: priide; N1: privede.
6) 66,19 LRA: 0;
/ IX: i ldi; N1: ldii.
7) 69,29 LRA: 0;
/ IPN1: rqk / ree se gorodw moi.17
8) 70,20a–b LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: i grci protivu i swrazista s polka i ostupiwa
18
Grci rusq. Bugoslavskii presented the Sofiia I and Voskresenie Chronicles as confirming
this reading, but I do not accept these chronicles as providing independent evidence for readings of the PVL.
1) 12,20

LRA:

Sof.

____________________________
12 “Introduction,” pp. XXXVIII, XL. For the abbreviations used in the present article, see below “List of
Abbreviations” (p. 29).
13 S. A. Bugoslavskij [S. O. Bugoslavs/kyi], “\Povest/0vremennyx0let" (Spiski, redakcii, pervonaal/nyi0tekst),” v kn. Starinna russka povestq. Statqi i issledovani ,
red. N. K. Gudzii (M./L., 1941), str. 18–19. Bugoslavskii numbered his examples 1 through 17, but
he actually provided 21 examples because = 11 and = 14 have three examples apiece. Since P is a direct
copy of X, I do not render its readings here except where, as in the edition, its text replaces that of X. Note
that in his reporting of readings, Bugoslavskii normalizes “” to “e” and drops final “w”. I have restored
them here.
14 Where Bugoslavskii reads “Rwæ” for I, we read “<rww>”. Bugoslavskii reported the reading of X
as agreeing with I here, but in X there is a gap in the text from 10,5 to 15,20.
15 Bugoslavskii reported the reading of IXP as Svindelqd.
16 Bugoslavskii left off the final word xod in reporting the reading of IXPN1, Sof. I, and Nik.
17 Bugoslavskii reported this phrase to be in X, but X has a lacuna in this part of the text.
18 Bugoslavskii left off the final word rusq in reporting the reading of IXPN1.
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9) 98,4 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: velmi.
10) 107,10 LRA: 0;
/ IPN1: i sluæbu.19 Bugoslavskii presented the Nikon and
Pereiaslavl’-Suzdal’ Chronicles as confirming this reading, but I do not accept these chronicles as providing independent evidence for readings of the PVL.
11a) 112,17 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: i beznaalenw.
11b) 116,4a LRA: 0;
/ IN1: tm æe deræatq ne vw edino swglawenie vru no razno;
X: gap in the text.
11c) 116,6 LRA: 0;
/ IN1: ina æe mnoga razno deræatq; X: gap in the text.
12) 121,1 LRA: vrnyxw; IXN1: govinyxw.
13) 121,24 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: vw lto 6498 vw lto 6499.
14a) 126,10 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: na obd tomq. Bugoslavskii presented the L’vov Chronicle as
confirming this reading, but I do not accept the L’vov Chronicle as providing independent evidence for readings of the PVL.
14b) 131,5b–j LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: a+e bo ... pogybatq. Bugoslavskii presented the readings of
the Sofiia I, Voskresenie, and Novgorod IV Chronicles as confirming this reading, but I do not
accept these chronicles as providing independent evidence for reconstruction of the PVL.
14c) 135,12a–b LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: ree bo [N1: bogw] kto idetq prelqstitq axava i ree
bsq se azw idu. Bugoslavskii presented the Sofiia I, Voskresenie, and Novgorod IV
Chronicles as confirming this reading, but I do not accept these chronicles as providing independent evidence for readings of the PVL.
15) 155,25 LRA: 0;
/ I: fevral vq 10. The corresponding text of N1 is not maintained here.20
Bugoslavskii presented the Sofiia I, Sofiia II, Voskresenie, and Tver’ Chronicles as confirming this reading, but I do not accept these chronicles as providing independent evidence for
readings of the PVL. Therefore, I do not accept 155,25 as showing the proximity of IX to
N1.
16) 175,14 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: ili vveric.21
17) 186,6 LRA: i bolvw;22 IX: i bolvw; N1: 0.
/ Bugoslavskii claimed that IX agrees
with N1 here in not having the words i bolvw, but IX do have those words. Therefore,
this example cannot be used to support the proximity of IX with N1.

Thus, of the 21 examples Bugoslavskii cited, 4 (== 1, 3, 15, and 17) cannot be
used to support the proximity of IX with N1. The remaining 17 examples, however, do
support that proximity. In addition, I do not accept much of the evidence he relies on for 8
of the examples.
To dispel that erroneous notion that I relied on Bugoslavskii’s conclusions I provide
here the other evidence on which I base my conclusion that N1 is closer to IX than it is
to LRA:
54,28 LRA

sdumavwe, IXN1 swdumavwe drevl ne.23

____________________________
19 Bugoslavskii reported this phrase to be in X, but X has a lacuna in this part of the text.
20 Bugoslavskii reported the reading of XP as agreeing with I here, but in XP there is a gap in the text
from 155,24 to 155,26.
21 Bugoslavskii reported the reading of IXN1 to be “i veveric”.
22 Bugoslavskii wrote i bolqw as the reading in LRA.
23 Note that in presenting these examples, I have standardized the readings within each group according to
the best attestation, and generally have not provided variants that are not significant for determining relationship of copies. So, e.g., where L reads sdumavwe, RA had zdumavwe. Where I reads swdumavwe
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54,28 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: drevl ne.
55,6 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: protivu.
55,20 LRA: b; IXN1: b we.
58,6 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: velmi.
60,5 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: svoe.
60,28 LRA: zlo; IXN1: 0/
62,16 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: stnw.
62,17 LRA: zlobivi (A: zlobivii); IXN1: nezlobivii (N1: nezlobii).
63,7 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: vole.
64,24 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: b bo samw xraborw.
65,11 LRA: 0;
/ IX: i priide kw Kievu; N1: i privede (T: +kw) Kievu.
66,2/3 LRA: i ree imw; IXN1: 0/
66,3 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: podw gorodw.
66,9 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: sw sebe.
66,19 LRA: 0;
/ IX: i ldi; N1: ldii.
68,6 LRA: sei; IXN1: i twi (I: tw).
69,29 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: ree se gorodw moi.
70,19 LRA: svoi glavy; IXN1: glavy nawa.
70,20a–b LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: i grci protivu i srazistas polka i ostupiwa Grci
(N1: 0)
/ rusq.
71,7 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: edino.
71,10 LRA: lbiti; IXN1: xvaliti.
71,11 LRA: emu; IXN1: 0/
75,5 LRA: brata; IN1: 0/ (X: ego)
75,10 LRA: esi xotlw; IXN1: sego xot we.
75,14 LRA: b bo; IXN1: æe b.
76,15 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: ropolkw.
77,11 LRA: lqst emu (RA: podw nimw); IXN1: 0/
78,17 LA: 0;
/ R: Volodimera s peengy; IXN1: s peengy (T: 0)
/ na Volodimira.
79,21 LRA: stoitq; IXN1: 0/
79,25 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: Peruna.
81,10 LRA: prostiraetq; IXN1: otverzaetq.
82,14 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: v tain.
82,25 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: sekyro i noæemw.
83,29 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: radimii.
85,1 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: a+e li bogatw estq.
86,18 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: polivavwes (N1: polivavwe) vodo.
87,23 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: isperva.
88,17 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: i onw s nimi.
89,25 LRA: vzemw kamenq; IXN1: 0.
/
92,19 LRA: 0;
/ IX: i poidi (N1: i idi).
97,16 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: carstvova.
98,4 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: velmi.
98,19 L: vawa (RA: 0);
/ IXN1: tvo .



drevl ne, X has zdumavwe derevl ne, K has sdumavwe æe drevl ne, T has
In a few cases, I do provide a variant within a line when it is substantial enough.

zdumavwe drevl ne.
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100,13 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: i roditq.
100,21 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: se.
105,22 LRA: 0;
/ XN1: i vs (I: lacuna).
106,4 LRA: Volodimiru; XN1: emu (I: lacuna).
106,22–23 LRA: o bytqi vsego mira; XN1: 0/ (I: lacuna).
107,26 LRA: 0;
/ IN1: cesarq (X: lacuna).
108,8 LRA: 0;
/ IN1: imw (X: lacuna).
108,9 LRA: 0;
/ IN1: pervoe (X: lacuna).
108,12 L: onamo (RA: anamo); IN1: ovamo (X: lacuna).
109,19 LRA: 0;
/ IN1: vodu (X: lacuna).
110,22 LRA: tobo; IN1: 0/ (X: lacuna).
112,8 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: sobqstvomq.
112,17 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: i beznaalenw.
115,5 LRA: 0;
/ IX: preæe (N1: priide)
121,1 LRA: vrnyxw; IXN1: govinyxw.
121,16 LRA: eæe; IXN1: estq.
124,14 LRA: tvo; IXN1: 0.
/
124,17 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: i otwpusti (vs ) grxy ego.
125,24 LRA: 0;
/ IN1: povel ni+ vs ku i (positing haplography in X).
126,10 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: na obd tomq.
127,1 LRA: imw; IXN1: 0.
/
130,15 LRA: bo; IXN1: æe.
131,5b–j LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: a+e bo ... pogybatq.
132,7 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: ko.
132,9 LRA: svoimq; IXN1: 0.
/
132,12 LRA: 0;
/ IX to; N1: togo.
135,9 LRA: dq vola; IXN1: vraga.
135,12a–b LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: ree bo [N1: bogw] kto idetq prelqstitq
bsw se azw idu.
135,16a–f LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: tmæe ... zmiinu.
135,18 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: uæe.
160,30 LRA: i naree im emu; IXN1: 0.
/
161,14 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: svoi.
162,2 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: ms ca fevral .
162,11 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: v lto 6563.
163,25b–f LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: i s nimw bæa ... tmutorokan.
164,13 LRA: b we; IXN1: 0.
/
165,6 LRA: blista+i; IXN1: si +i.
168,8 LRA: kal +es ; IXK: val +es ; AkT: 0.
/
168,20 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: kw mn.
169,8 LRA: ixw; IXN1: vawe.
169,8 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: glagoletq gospodq.
171,26 LRA: blq; IXN1: skoro.
173,17 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: da.
174,23 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: glagolawe ( ko) vili mi s (estq) 5 bogw.
174,27 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: zemli.
175,3 LRA: vwvergwwe; IXN1: vwrinuwa.
175,14 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: ili vveric.
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175,23 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: emu (K: sutq).
176,16 LRA: nevi; IXN1: nemu.
176,21 LRA: læa to; IXN1: lwæeta.
176,22 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: bo estq.
177,17 LRA: i emw ego; IXN1: vo ogni vnomw.
177,23 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: namw.
178,20 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: i gada+a.
179,27 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: estq.
180,20–21 LRA: protivu moisevi; IXN1: 0.
/
181,7 LRA: idowa; IXN1: 0.
/
181,13 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: onw æe ree.
181,14 LRA: ree; IXN1: 0.
/
182,16 LRA: 0;
/ IX: si vs ; N1: vsi.
183,3 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: sw æeno upova bogatqstvomw
183,25 L: vs; RA: svo; IXN1: 0.
/
184,15 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: vsego.

mnogymq.

If N1 derived directly from α, then it would provide the primary reading when LRA
and IX disagree with each other. In that case, whichever reading N1 was in agreement
with would be the primary one. Yet we find that not to be so. When N1 agrees with LRA
against IX, then indeed it usually does carry the primary reading.24 When N1 agrees
with IX against LRA, then it sometimes carries the primary reading, but in many cases
it does not.25
For purposes of constructing the stemma, I eliminated the following characteristics
from consideration as determiners: morphological similarities and differences, presence
or absence of prepositions, presence or absence of conjunctions, presence or absence of
enclitics, common synonyms, and word order. Although each of these could indicate
relationship among MS copies, they could just as easily be the result of individual scribal
choice. I relied, instead, on substantive differences and similarities in content and meaning. Thus, the relationship of copies that best explains such evidence is the arrangement I
have in my stemma (see below, page 57).
When IX=/ LRAN1, then we should expect the reading of IX to go back only as
far as ζ, and the reading of LRAN1 then to derive from α.
When LRA=/ IXN1, then the primary reading can be carried either by LRA or by
IXN1. We have to decide on its own merits the claim of each reading to be primary.

____________________________
24 Gippius understood my statement that “other readings of N1L may go back to a source text of the PVL”
(Ostrowski, 1999, 14) to be a “compromise” with the stemma. Gippius, “O kritike0teksta,” p. 120 n.
5. But all I meant was this: in cases when N1=LRA, those agreed readings were most likely in α and may
ultimately have derived from a source text of the PVL.
25 Vilkul agrees that IXN1 does not always carry the primary reading, which makes it difficult to assert
that N1 derives directly from a source text of the PVL, the non-extant Nachal’nyi svod. Vilkul,
“Tekstologi 0i Textkritik,” p. 180.
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Relationship of MS Copies of the PVL
α

β

γ

δ

ε

ζ

η (=N1)

θ

R

A

Tr

L

S

I

X

ι

T

K

Ak

Vilkul further claims that I “accepted on faith” Bugoslavskii’s contention that shared
readings of IX and N1 are secondary: “S. A. Bugoslavskij0 sel0 ob+ie0 teni
IX0 i0 N1 vtorinymi0 sliwkom0 pospewno, a D. Ostrovskij0 prin l0 ego
utverdeni 0na0veru.”26 In this claim, she is mistaken. First, I would like to assure
her that in general I try not to accept anything “on faith.” Second, the stemma I constructed does not indicate secondariness of IXN1 against LRA, and it is certainly not
the principle I followed in practice in reconstructing α. This is clear from the following
examples, where, in each case, I accepted the reading of IXN1 against LRA as primary:
112,8 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: sobqstvomq.
116,4a LRA: 0;
/ IN1: tm æe deræatq ne
116,6 LRA: 0;
/ IN1: ina æe mnoga.
121,1 LRA: vrnyxw; IXN1: govinyxw.
____________________________
26 Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0i Textkritik,” p. 179.
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121,24 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: vw lto 6498 vw lto 6499.
135,9 LRA: dq vola; IXN1: vraga.
160,30 LRA: i naree im emu; IXN1: 0.
/
163,25b–f LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: i s nimw bæa ... tmutorokan.
164,13 LRA: b we; IXN1: 0.
/
165,6 LRA: blista+i; IXN1: si +i.
169,8 LRA: ixw; IXN1: vawe.
169,8 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: glagoletq gospodq.
174,23 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: glagolawe ( ko) vili mi s .
176,16 LRA: nevi; IXN1: nemu.
177,17 LRA: i emw ego; IXN1: vo ogni vnomw.
178,20 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: i gada+a.
183,3 LRA: 0;
/ IXN1: sw æeno upova bogatqstvomw mnogymq.

In the following cases, I gave the reading of IXN1 equal status with LRA:
171,26 LRA: bl; IXN1: skoro.
175,3 LRA: vwvergwwe; IXN1: vwrinuwa.

Vilkul seems to notice only those cases where I accepted the shorter readings found in
LRA as primary and concluded that I always dismissed longer readings in IXN1 as secondary. Yet, examples of when I accepted the longer readings in IXN1 are 112,8;
116,4a; 116,6; 121,24; 163,25b–f; 169,8; 174,23; 177,17; 178,20; and 183,3. Gippius
and Vilkul,27 on one side, and I, on the other, are disagreeing merely on which readings
of IXN1 derive from α, not on whether any readings of IXN1 derive from α.
While I took Bugoslavskii’s work into consideration in making my final conclusions,
I reached my own conclusions on the basis of the evidence at hand, which is contained in
the testimony of the edition itself.
Confluence
Vilkul writes that Shakhmatov recognized contamination between RA and IX in
that the “2nd redaction” readings of RA “penetrated” into the “3rd redaction” as represented by IX (p. 173). She claims she is only paraphrasing Shakhmatov’s “basic theses”
(p. 173 fn. 6). It is a very loose paraphrase indeed as she does not cite any work of
Shakhmatov in which he says this. Shakhmatov does come close to saying what Vilkul
says he said in his Razyskaniia and in the Introduction to his edition of the PVL. But in
those two places, he refers to RA as representing a reworking of the first (or Syl’vestr)
redaction, and IX as representing the second (or Mstislav) redaction.28
One notes that for there to be confluence, the hyparchetype of RA, represented by δ
on my stemma, would have had to have been copied sometime between 1116, the date of
Shakhmatov’s first redaction represented by β on my stemma, and 1118, the date of
____________________________
27 Gippius, “O kritike0 teksta,” p. 120, n. 4; and Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0 i Textkritik,” p. 180
and fn. 30.
28 A. A. Waxmatov, Razyskani o drevnejwix russkix letopisnyx svodax (SPb., 1908), str.
2–3; A. A. Waxmatov, red., Povestq vremennyx let, t. 1: Vvodna astq. Tekst.
Primeani (Petrograd, 1916), str. II–III.
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Shakhmatov’s second redaction, the hyparchetype of the IXN1 line, represented by γ on
my stemma. It is, of course, possible for the hyparchetype of RA to have been copied
between 1116 and 1118 and then be used in creating the hyparchetype of IXN1 in 1118,
but it is highly unlikely. By 1916, Shakhmatov had come to accept that RAIX often
carry “older readings” in relation to L, whose readings he referred to as “later or corrupted”: “vo0mnogix&0slua x&0R. A. I. X. soxranili0stary 0ten , svojstvenny 0i0Sil/vestrovskoj0redakci, medu0tm&0kak&0L. predstavl et&
ten 0 pozdnjw 0 ili0 isporenny ”.29 Postulating confluence between RA and
IX allowed him to designate either the reading of RAIX or the reading of L as primary
as he saw fit. When he saw the reading of L as primary then he could claim that the
scribal corruption in RA contaminated IX, and when he preferred the reading of RAIX,
then he could claim scribal corruption occurred somewhere along the L line. Although
Shakhmatov’s knowledge and skill usually served him well in choosing a primary reading, his method often led to idiosyncratic choices. The concept of contamination between
RA and IX, thus, served as a post-facto justification for particular choices made on the
basis of other considerations rather than as a means for helping determine those choices.
A stemma, the use of which Shakhmatov rejected, helps make the editor’s choices, at the
very least, more consistent.
Bugoslavskii managed to complete his stemma-based edition of the PVL, but it has
not been published.30 Vilkul does acknowledge that my stemma goes beyond Bugoslavskii’s stemma in representing contamination where his represents none. In my
stemma, I proposed that the contaminatory influence goes from the Laurentian branch to
the Hypatian branch. In particular, an L-type copy influenced X or its exemplar. Vilkul
accepts that the secondary influence exists between the Hypatian branch and the Laurentian branch but, following Shakhmatov, she asserts that it involves different copies —
RA, on one side, and I, on the other — and that the direction of influence is the other
way from the direction I propose. Most of the examples she cites involve only morphological similarities. Such similarites can be explained as scribal coincidentals (two or
more scribes changing the same place in the text independently to conform to their understanding of correct morphology). Those few cases cited by her that involve substantive
differences can better be explained by contamination between L and X. An example of
this occurs in the passage in 142,15–17 where the soldiers of Iaroslav are fighting the soldiers of Sviatopolk:

pritisnuwa stopolka s druæino kwzeru i vwstupiwa na ledw i œblomisﬂ s
nimi ledw i œdalati naa roslavw.
RAI: pritisnuwa stopolka s (I: stopolq) voi kw ozeru i vwstupiwa na led i
œdolﬂti (I: œdolvati) naa roslavw.
X: pritisnouwa stopoli voi kw ozerou i vwstoupiwa na led i oblomis led s
voi stopoli i mnœ-i potopowa vw vodax i œdolﬂti naa roslavq.
L:

____________________________
29 Waxmatov, Povestq vremennyx let, str. LIX.
30 The typescript was presumed lost, but recently Iurii Artamanov located it in
IMLI0im. A.M. Gor/kogo0RAN (fond 573, op. 1).
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pritisnuwa roslavli voi sv topolkovo voisko kw ozeru i
vwstupiwa na ledw i odolvati naa roslavw (abdefg).
Sil/v (87.15–16): prisnuwa (sic) voi stopolc kw ozeru i vwstupiwa na ledw i
oblomiwas i odolvati naa roslavw (YCS).
Sil/v

(87.15–16):

Vilkul argues that i oblomisﬂ s nimi ledw is in α, that the reading in X “is an
amplification on the basis of L,” and that the phrase was dropped in RA as the result of
haplography (due to the repetition of ledw), which then led through contamination to its
being dropped in I.
If one looks only at the mechanics of copying texts, then haplography would seem to
explain the lacuna in RAI. Yet if one looks at scribal practices as well as the meaning
and context of the passage, one obtains a different understanding. In terms of scribal
practices, it is highly unlikely that haplography would be evidence of confluence. A
scribe generally copies the text in front of him and may add or change words according to
another copy. This other copy is the contaminating copy but is not the direct exemplar. If
the scribe has the words “i oblomis 0s0nimi0led&” in his exemplar, it is unlikely he
would avoid copying these words because they do not appear in the contaminating copy.
A more likely explanation, although one still with low probability, is that two scribes
independently engaged in eye-skip at the same point in the text and that both coincidently
eliminated the same words.
MS copies of Sil/v testify to two traditions—one that is in agreement with RAI,
the other having “i oblomiwas ” but without “s nimi0led&”. The sense of the passage argues against accepting the phrase about the ice breaking up. As far as meaning
and context is concerned, the most likely explanation is that the phrase “oblomis 0 s
nimi0led&” was not in α. In this part of the PVL (under the entry for 1016), Iaroslav
and his troops drive Sviatopolk and his troops onto a frozen lake. If one accepts that the
ice began to break up under Sviatopolk’s troops (as LX have), then that raises questions
about what is being described here. Would we not expect them to have drowned? Or was
the lake so shallow that they only found their movement impeded? Would not the soldiers of both sides be affected by the ice breaking up? Did they fight in the water? If they
did so, then would not the chronicler tell us of such an unusual occurrence? Did Sviatopolk and his troops swim or wade to the opposite shore (in icy water?), for in the next
sentence the chronicler tells us Sviatopolk fled to the Poles. Instead of the ice breaking
up, it makes more sense to read the passage as telling us that Sviatopolk and his troops
were driven out onto the ice where Iaroslav’s troops gained the upper hand. That way,
Sviatopolk (probably with his retinue) was able to flee across the frozen lake and escape.
I suggest that the phrases oblomiwas (in one of the traditions of Sil/v), i
oblomis s nimi ledw (in L) and i oblomis led s voi stopoli i mno-i
potopowa vw vodax (in X) represent an interpolative progression (Sil/v → L → X).
In addition, the oblomiwas of the Sil/v (YCS) does not refer to ice breaking up but
to the soldiers of Sviatopolk (since it is 3rd-person plural reflexive aorist), so that we can
understand the verb to refer to the weakening or giving way of Sviatopolk’s forces.31 The
____________________________
31 Cf. meanings of oblomitis in I.

I. Sreznevskij,

zyka po pisqmennym pam tnikam, 3 tt.

Materialy dl slovar drevne-russkogo
stlb. 527; and Slovarq

(SPb., 1893–1912), t. 2,
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point is that (following the principle that additions tend to be intentional; deletions,
mechanical) it is more likely a scribe would change the oblomiwas form referring to
soldiers to the oblomis form and add the word ledw to make the reference clear it is to
the ice than change the oblomis form referring to ice to the oblomiwas form and
intentionally drop the word ledw. A similar type of progression occurred in the accounts
of Aleksandr Nevskii’s victory over the Livonian Knights at Lake Chud’. The early
chronicle accounts do not mention ice breaking up on the lake. In the Life of Aleksandr
Nevskii appears a statement: “There was ... such a noise from the breaking of lances and
clanging of swords that one could think that the ice itself on the lake was breaking” (I
byst/0 sa0 zla, i trus&0 ot0 kopij0 lomleni , i zvuk&0 ot0 seeni 0 menago,
ko0e0i0ezeru0pomerz&w0dvignutis ).32 And in later chronicle accounts, there is
mention of some people drowning.33 From that phrasing, it was a short step to the notion
that the ice broke up under the Livonian knights when they were fleeing (as in Eisenstein’s film).
Finally, even if one were to decide that i oblomis s nimi ledw is primary, and
that this phrase was omitted in RAI as the result of haplography, it would not necessarily
be evidence for confluence between RA and I since haplography is a scribal accidental.
In other words, the scribe of the common exemplar of R and A, on one side, and the
scribe of I, on the other, could have made the same scribal mistake in the same place
independently without its indicating influence or confluence of one branch on the other.
This passage appears in a discrete section of the PVL, following the change in hand
in the Laurentian codex at 116,24, where I proposed confluence occurs from N1 to L. I
cited a number of examples, each of which is secondary in relation to the reading of
RAIX: 116,18; 117,5; 117,12; 117,13; 117,15; 118,1; 118,7; 118,12; 118,13; 119,11;
119,17; 119,19; 120,26; and 161,17.34 To these examples, I can add the following:
136,13–14 LN1:

s tobo æiti; RAIX: s tobo oumreti.

That the agreement of LN1 on the reading æiti instead of oumreti is the result of
confluence is confirmed by Sil/v here: sw tobo oumreti. Vilkul accepts that the
reading æiti is secondary. If it is indeed secondary, as I too think, then it is evidence


russkogo zyka XI–XVII vv., glavnyj0 redaktor0 S. G. Barxudarov, 26 tt. (M., 1975–2005), t.
12,

str. 86–87. My thanks to David J. Birnbaum for this and other valuable observations.
Serge A. Zenkovsky, Medieval Russia’s Epics, Chronicles and Tales, rev. and enl. ed. (New York, 1974),
p. 231; “(itie0 Aleksandra0 Nevskogo,” podgotovka0 teksta0 V. I. Oxotnikovoj, v kn. Pam tniki literatury drevnej Rusi, 10 vyp. v 12 tt. (M., 1978–1994), sostavlenie0 i
ob+a 0redakci 0L. A. Dmitrieva0i0D. S. Lixaeva, [vyp. 3:] XIII veka, str. 432.
33 The Moscow Chronicle Svod of the End of the 15th Century has the phrase “inii0 na0 ezere
istopowa” (PSRL, 25: 135). The Sofiia I Chronicle and the Nikon Chronicle (which incorporates the
Sofiia I account) has the phrase “inyx0voda0potopi” (PSRL, 6.1: stlb. 314).
34 See my “Introduction,” pp. XLIV–XLV. Gippius responded to my assertion that there exists confluence
between N1 and L, but he did not address the issue of why agreements of LN1 against RAIX occur only
in this part of the PVL. Instead, he discussed four cases of LN1 agreements (116,8; 118,3; 118,25;
119,25). But in each case he argued that LN1 carried the primary reading on the basis of linguistic correctness, a criterion I do not accept for establishing primacy.
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that confluence did not occur between RA and IX because their shared reading is primary. The confluence most likely occurred between N1 and L.
In the end, I cannot agree with Vilkul’s assertion that her “observations show that the
proposed ... stemma is wrong” (v celom0 neverna).35 She has not demonstrated that
agreements of LX against RAI are primary, nor that agreements of RAIX against L are
secondary.
Control texts
Vilkul introduces certain “control texts” that she says will allow us to distinguish
primary from secondary readings in the MS copies of the PVL.36 In her view, if the readings that RAIX share can be shown to be secondary in relation to the control texts, then
they must be the result of contamination between the two branches, because it is unlikely
the copyists would come up with the same inferior reading independently.
The control texts she utilizes are the Tale of Boris and Gleb (Skazanie Borisa i
Gleba), the Patericon of the Kievan Caves Monasteries, the Life of Methodius ((itie
Mefodi ), the translation of the Chronicle of Georgii Harmatolus into Slavonic, and the
Church Slavonic Bible. When the copies of the PVL provide different readings from
each other, looking at a source text in each case should assist in determining the reading
in α. A sharp distinction needs to be maintained, however, between source texts and
what Vilkul is calling “control texts.” The Tale of Boris and Gleb, for example, is not a
source text for the PVL but derives from the PVL account.37 Therefore, the readings of
the PVL can help decide differences between the copies of the Tale but not vice versa.
Although Vilkul acknowledges that the Tale derives from the PVL, she promotes the Tale
back to being a determiner of primary readings in the PVL by asserting that the Tale
derives directly from α. Thus, in her view, whenever the Tale agrees with a reading in one
of the PVL copies, that reading is primary.
Such a promotion of the Tale to the status of determiner of primary readings in the
PVL is not justified. Vilkul provides a numerical breakdown of occurrences when the
Tale (in the Sil’vestr redaction – the closest to the PVL) agrees with L alone (14), with
RAIX (20), with IX (11), with LRA (6), with RA (4), with IXN1 (2), and with LN1
(1) against the other MSS (p. 174, fn. 9). Her breakdown of agreements would seem to
indicate the Sil’vestr redaction (Sil/v) of the Tale occupied some kind of intermediate
position between the branches of the PVL. Yet, most of these readings are morphological
____________________________
35 Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0i Textkritik,” p. 183.
36 Vilkul proposes a “reservation” in regard to control texts: “Kontrol/nye0 teksty, v osobennosti
drevnerusskogo0 proisxodeni ...
neob zatel/no0 dolny0 avtomatieski0 otraat/
protograf0 PVL. No0 pri0 sovpadenii0 ix0 tenij0 s0 teni mi0 kakoj-libo0 gruppy0 spiskov
velika0 vero tnost/, to0 oni0 vosxod t0 k0 protografu” (Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0 i Textkritik,”
p. 174, fn. 8). Furthermore, she claims, “soglasno0 ob+ej0 tendencii, kontrol/nye0 teksty
otraat0teni 0protografa” (ibid., p. 177, fn. 19). So, although a “great probability” or “general
tendency” exists for the readings of the control text to represent α, in any given case they might not.
37 An extensive literature exists concerning whether the PVL derives from the Tale or the Tale from the
PVL. See Paul A. Hollingsworth, “Rulership and Suffering in Kievan Rus’: The Cult of Boris and Gleb,”
Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1987, pp. 43–47, for a survey of the arguments.
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or insubstantial variants and, thereby, provide no basis on which to determine primacy of
readings:38
Sil/v (80.22): anglw lvku zla ne stvar etq; L: anglw bo lvku zla ne
stvor etq; RA: aggli (A: angli) bo lvku zla ne tvor tq; I: [anglw bo ı] lvku
zla ne stvor tq; X: agglw bœ lkou -la ne swtvor et; N1: aggelw bo elovku
ne stvar etq (AkT: swtvor etw / stvor etq) zla.
135,12b LXN1: t+as ; Sil/v (81.3): tw+as ; RAI: t+itqs .
140,27–28 L: sditw ti Kyev; RAIX: sditq v Kyev; Sil/v (86.10): ti
sditq v Kyev.39
141,3 LX+Sil/v (86.12): nov(o)gorodecq; RAI: novgorodcevq.
142,13 L+Sil/v (87.13): sstupiwas / sostupiwas ; RAIX: sovokupiwas / swvokupivwes .
s
143,1 L+Sil/v (88.2): rusq; AIX: rusi; R: rou.

135,6–7

In Vilkul’s references one substantive agreement of the Sil’vestr redaction of the Tale
with LN1 against RAIX occurs and two substantive agreements of the Sil’vestr redaction with L against RAIX occur:
134,5 LN1: snw ougwreskw / synw ugoreskw; RAIX+Sil/v (78.27):
142,26 L+Sil/v (88.1): 0;
/ RAIX: mnoæestvo.
143,9 L+Silv (88.7): kw (Sil/v: 0)
/ druæin svoei; RAIX: 0.
/

ougrinw.

To these last two one can add three more such cases of L=Sil/v=/ RAIX:
140,19 L+Silv (86.4): i æenamw i (L: ix); RAIX: 0.
/
141,2 L+Sil/v (86.12): 0;
/ RAIX: i po bratu (RA: brati).
141,25 L+Sil/v (87.4): naati; RA: 0;
/ I: naiti; X: iti.

We, thus, have five cases where L and Sil/v are in substantive agreement against the
others. Yet, to get an accurate understanding of the relationship of Sil/v to the PVL,
we should look not only at cases of agreement of Sil/v with L but also at cases of
agreement of Sil/v with the others against L. In nine cases, substantive agreements
place the Sil’vestr redaction in proximity to RAIX and RAIXN1 against L:
134,9 L: i iny otroky; RAIXN1: otroky; Sil/v (80.7): i otroky.
134,10 L: semu; RAIXN1+Sil/v (80.7): 0.
/
134,12 L: i tmq æe; RAIX: glavu otvergowa / otvergwwe proq tm æe; N1:
otvergwwa (AkT: otvergw) glavu ego proq tm æe; Sil/v (80.8): glavu i otvergowa krom da tmq.
140,27 L: si; RAIX+Sil/v (86.9): 0/ (R: a).
141,19–20 L: 0;
/ RAIX+Sil/v (87.1–2): rusi i peengw i (Sil/v: 0)
/ izyde protivu
(R: add emu k; A: add k) lbi.
142,15 L: stopolka s druæino; RA: stopolka s voi; IX: stopolq / stopoli
voi; Sil/v (87.15): voi stopolc.
____________________________
38 Readings of Sil/v are from Sergj0 Bugoslavs/kij, Ukraïno-rusqk
pro kn zv Borisa ta Glba (Kiev, 1928), str. 72–93.
39 The N1 version of the Tale of Boris and Gleb ends at 137,9.
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142,20 L: i ddni; RAIX+Sil/v (87.17): 0.
/
143,4 L: imenemq; RAIX+Sil/v (88.4): 0.
/
143,24 L: po iı griv; RAIX: po p griven; Sil/v (88.16):

po osmides tq grivenw.

In two cases, Sil/v is closer to IX than it is to LRA.
LRA: 0;
/ IX+Sil/v (85.11–14): ko æe i (Sil/v: 0)
/ solomonw ree azw
vawei pogybeli posms po (Sil/v: ko) radu æe s vwnegda (Sil/v: egda)
gr detq na vy paguba tm æe snd tq svoego puti (X: truda; Sil/v: 0)/
plody i svoe neesti nasyt tqs .
141,1 LRA: se slywavw; IX+Sil/v (86.11): se slywavw roslavw.

137,7e–h

Therefore, we can say that the Sil’vestr redaction of the Tale is substantively closer to
RAIX than it is to L or an L-type copy. But there seems to be no correlation between
primacy of readings and the reading found in Sil/v.
In one place where Sil/v is in agreement with X against the others, Vilkul argues
for the primacy of that agreement. Yet there are good reasons for thinking that agreement
is secondary.
135,6 L:

posylaemi; N1: slemi sutq; X+Sil/v (80.22): slemi byvat, RAI: 0./

According to Vilkul, the reading of X+Sil/v should be accepted as primary because of
the “symmetrical construction” of the wider passage: bsi bo na zloe posylaemi
byvatq, angely na blagoe slemi byvatq. If the symmetrical constuction
posylaemi byvatq / slemi byvatq is primary, then we have no explanation for
at least three different scribes independently destroying the symmetry, each in a different
way.
Three Independent Mistakes Hypothesis
slemi0byvat&

(X+Sil/v)

posylaemi

(L )

0/
(RAI)

slemi0sut/

(N1)

If, on the other hand, we take the lacuna in RAI as primary, then we have an explanation
for scribes subsequently trying to restore the lost symmetry. But they do so differently.
The scribe of L or its exemplar chooses posylaemi; the scribe of N1 tries slemi
sutq; and the scribes of X and Sil/v independently come up with slemi byvatw
(or perhaps the scribe of X borrows from Sil/v), all in an attempt to correct what they
perceive to be an error in their respective exemplars.
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Three Independent Corrections Hypothesis
0/
(RAI)

posylaemi

slemi0byvat&

slemi0sut/

(L )

(X+Sil/v)

(N1)

The three-corrections hypothesis has a much higher probability than the three-mistakes
hypothesis of representing scribal practice.
Thus, in no case can Sil/v be used as an adjudicator of primacy in α. In order to
understand the relationship of Sil/v to the PVL, one needs to evaluate methodically the
agreements and differences in readings with all the main witnesses not with just one copy
or another.
The Patericon of the Kievan Caves Monastery, which was compiled in the 13th century, at least 100 years after the PVL, is also not a source text for the PVL. The parts of
the Caves (Peerskij) Patericon that coincide with the PVL may derive from a common source, which Shakhmatov called the Caves Chronicle (Peerska 0 letopis/).40
Although a Caves Chronicle probably existed, his postulation of what that chronicle contained remains conjectural and may not be as Shakhmatov described it. Since, as with
Sil/v, there is no correlation between primacy of reading and the reading in Pat, it is
highly unlikely Pat and the PVL derive from a common source.
As with Sil/v, Vilkul cites a number of cases of morphological coincidences,
which themselves are not evidence of relationships among copies:41

emu eæe na potrebu b; X: eæe b na potrebu; RA: emu potrebna ; I: emu
na potrebu; Pat (17.23): æe (emu iæe) na potrebu.
159,2 LRX+Pat (19.1): bystq; AI: byvw.42
193,20 LI: izw / izo vseslava; RAX: za vseslava; Pat (186.21): pro (O: izo; T: i)
kn z vseslava.
193,21 LX: v noq / v noi; Pat (186.21–22): vw no+i (T: 0);
/ RAI: no+q / no+i.
196,16 LX: izlze; Pat: i snid (izlze); RAI: i slze.

157,9 L:

And, as with Sil/v, some substantive readings of the Caves Patericon (Pat) show a
closer proximity to L than to the other copies.
196,7 L: na nq; RAIX: 0;
/ Pat (188.9): na nix.
196,23 L+Pat (188.20): moego; RAIX: nawego. Vilkul argues that moego is the correct reading because “Bog0ne0moet0\nawim"0dl 0peerskogo0sximnika0i0besov” (Vilkul,
____________________________
40 A. A. Waxmatov, “Kievo-peerskij0 Paterik0 i0 Peerska

0 letopis/,”

deleni russkogo zyka i slovesnosti Imperatorskoj Akademii nauk,
795–844.
41 The readings for Pat come from Dmitro0 Abramovi, Ki^vo-Peersqkij
1930).
42 As Vilkul pointed out, I should have reconstructed a “&” instead of a “/” here for α.

Izvesti Ot2 (1897),

Paterik

str.

(Kiev,
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“Tekstologi 0i Textkritik,” p. 176). If so, then that does not explain the “incorrect” reading of RAIX. If as she says, there is contamination between RA and IX, then two separate
scribes would have had to make the “incorrect” choice of moego → nawego, first in
whichever branch she sees as the contaminating branch, then by the scribe in the branch that
copied the mistake when the “correct” reading was before him in his direct exemplar. The
simpler and more likely explanation is the mistake was in α and was corrected by the scribe
of L’s exemplar and in Pat to “moego” as making more sense. Here the principle of lectio
difficilior should prevail.
196,24–25 L+Pat (188.20): 0;
/ RAIX: na xrista.
197,18 L: bste; Pat (189.3): bste; RAIX: 0.
/
197,23–24 L+Pat (189.6): aciæe i sami este; RAIX: aciæe i sami byste skverni
i zli vw vidnii i abie pogybowa bsi ot nego. The presence of the phrase
skverni ... ot nego could support Vilkul’s claim of contamination between RA and IX,
because it could have been added by a scribe who saw it in a MS other than the one he was
directly copying from. Yet, as she points out, this phrase is generally considered primary:
“vse0issledovateli0sitat0pervonaal/nym” (ibid.). For this phrase to be used as
evidence of contamination between RA and IX she would have to show that it is secondary.
Otherwise, we can conclude only that RA and IX independently testify to the phrase in α,
not to confluence between branches.
212,1 L+Pat (82.16): o dwaxw ixw; RAIX: dwami.
212,2 L: o dxvnyxw snxw svoixw; Pat (82.17): o snovox svoix dxovnyx; RAIX: o
snxw (A: snox) svoixw dwevnyx.
212,6 L+Pat (82.20–21): podruæq; RAIX: æen.
212,8 L+Pat (82.23–24): v lbvi meæi sobo prebyvasta; RAIX: v lbvi æiv sta.
212,23 L+Pat (83.5): wei; RAIX: lvoi.
212,29 L+Pat (83.9): bd za ne; RAIX: bdniemw.
213,2–3 L: iæe i po owestvii tvoemq ot se æizni moliwis ; Pat (83.10–11):
iæe i po otwestvii svoemq ot se æizni molitqs ; RA: iæe/æe po
otwestvii ego mol ts ; IX: iæe (X: +i) po owestvii ego mol s .
213,12 L+Pat (83.16–17): v tiwin; RAIX: 0.
/
213,18–19 L+Pat (83.21): v slovesxw kniænyx veselu s ; RAIX: 0.
/
213,28–29 L+Pat (83.29): podob s æitq ego; RAIX: 0.
/

None of these examples shows that confluence necessarily exists between RA and IX,
because none of the readings of RAIX is demonstrably secondary in relation to the readings of L+Pat.
In addition, we also find a number of cases when the reading of Pat is in closer
proximity to RAIX than to L:
158,3 L: 0;
/ RAIX+Pat (18.10–11): imenemw.
158,8 L: sw igumenomq; RAIX+Pat (18.14): igumenw / igumenq.
158,10 L: 0;
/ RA: i ne imu+ims vmstiti; IX: i ne mogu+imw / mogu+em
imw (X: 0)/ vmstitis v peeru (X: v pe+eru vwmstitis ); Pat (18.15): i
ne mogu+im vw peeru vwmstitis .
159,4 L: a sw stolpqemq; RAIX: stolpiemq43; Pat (19.3): stlwpemq.
____________________________
43 The morphology of this word varies from MS to MS (thus, R: stolpeemw; A: stolpiemq;
stolpwemq; X: stlwpqem), but none of these has the preceding words a sw that L does.

I:
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192,19–20 L: ko ot slnca vosq ; RA+Pat (185.23): ko ot slnca; IX: ko slnce.
193,6 L: i æivnogo; R: ole æyva; A: i ole æiva; I: i le æiva su+i; X: ego ele æiva;
Pat (186.9): ego ele (O: edva; DNRS: eliko) æiva su+a (OT: 0).
/
193,10a L: 0;
/ RAIX: glasa ni posluwani i mnogo / mnogaædy gla antonii i ne
bys; Pat (186.12–13): glasa ni posluwania i mnogaædy glagola antonie i ne
bystq.
193,21 L: i prisla; RAIX: i prislavw stoslavw Pat (186.21): i prisla
Sv toslavw (T: Iz slavw).
193,22 L: 0;
/ RAIX: antonii æe priwed kw ernigovu i; Pat (186.22): Antonj æe
priwed k ernigovu i.
194,3 L: tlomq; RAIX: tlomw i umomw; Pat (186.27): umom i tlom.
194,19–20 L: 0;
/ RAIX: i tako po malu nauiwa i; Pat (187.8–9): i tako po malu
naa xoditi vw cerkovq.
195,2 L: 0;
/ RAIX+Pat (187.15): i ot prelesti ego (I: 0).
/
195,6 L: bylw; RAIX+Pat (187.17): 0/
196,21 L: v peer; RAIX+Pat (188.18): 0/
196,25 L: 0;
/ RAIX+Pat (188.21): vasw.
197,8 L: 0;
/ RAIX+Pat (188.28): t .
197,11 L: i t<m>a vy tw; RAIX+Pat (188.30): 0.
/
213,15 L: 0;
/ RAIX+Pat (83.19): i mirqsku.

Vilkul provides one more example that, although it does not invoke a source or “control” text, does help make my point.
237,12 L:

sna Volodimer vnuka Vsevoloæa; RAIX: sna Vsevoloæa.

As Vilkul points out: “Re/0 idet0 ob0 Iz

slave0 Volodimerie, syne0 Monomaxa,
The question, however, is determining where
the mistake occurred. Was it the result of contamination between RA and IX, as Vilkul
supposes, or was the mistake in α, which the scribe of L or its exemplar corrected? It
may seem counter-intuitive to choose a mistake to be the primary reading. Yet, if we suppose a scribe has the correct reading (sna Volodimer vnuka Vsevoloæa) before him
and he sees an obviously incorrect reading in another manuscript (sna Vsevoloæa), it is
difficult to conceive why he would choose the obviously incorrect reading (confluence)
from the other manuscript, especially when it is clear from the chronicle he is copying
which Iziaslav is being referred to. Another possibility to be considered is two scribes
independently made the same mistake by coincidentally dropping the words
Volodimer vnuka from the passage, but if that occurred it would not be evidence of
confluence between branches.
In the end, we must choose the reading that explains the others. If the longer reading was in α, it would not explain the shorter reading in RAIX. But if the shorter reading was in α, then that does explain the reading of L as a scribal correction. Vilkul concludes her discussion of the relationship of the PVL to the Caves Patericon with the statement that “the absence of contamination of RAIX is not justified” (“Takim0obrazom,
poloenie0 ob0 otsutstvii0 kontaminacii0 RAIX0 ne0 opravdyvaets ”).44 But
v RAIX0 owibka, ob+ij0 propusk.”

____________________________
44 Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0i Textkritik,” p. 177. In a footnote, Vilkul recognizes that

L
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her examples do not show this at all. Instead of a common source for Pat and the PVL,
I hypothesize a confluence of a later L-type copy and the γ branch on the composition of
Pat. For example:
158,1 L: iti edinw; RAIX:
(Pat-T: ssti edinw).

ssti odinw; Pat

(18.9):

iti i tamo ssti edinw

The compiler of Pat or perhaps a later redactor (if T represents an earlier version) combined the iti reading of L with the ssti reading of RAIX and added the word
tamo. Further study is required to test this hypothesis.
The Life of Methodius, in contrast, is indeed a source text for the PVL, but the single
example Vilkul cites from only one MS copy,45 is hardly decisive:
28,5 LX+Mef (108v10–11):

skoropisca; RAI: borzopisca.

These synonyms are interchangeable by any scribe and do not affect the meaning. The
single MS copy of the Life of Methodius she cites is not definitive, and other copies of the
Life could well have had the reading borzopisca.
The translation of the Chronicle of Georgii Harmatolus (GA) into Slavonic,46 as
does the Life of Methodius, counts as a source text for the PVL, but unlike that Life, we
have large chunks of textual borrowing to analyze. Vilkul cites the following cases showing a proximity of L to GA:
2,2 L+GA (59.4): teku+i; RAIX: teku+i / teku+aa.
3,1 L+GA (59.10): <a>fetu / afetu; RAIX: afetovi.
3,2 L: alwvanq ; GA (59.10–11): davoni (S: alvania); RAIX: olwvani . This case is
not really an example of proximity between L and GA because only one MS copy of GA is
similar to L. Yet the difference between L and RAIX here is only a dialectical choice of
spellings (a or o).
3,13 L: vs qski ; GA (59.18): vs qsky ; RAIX: vs ko / vs koa.
3,15 L+GA (59.19): <me>æ / meæ; RAIX: meæy / meæi.
14,16 L+GA (49.25): ispisanw zakonw estq; RAI: zakonw ispisanw estq; X: lacuna.
14,17 L+GA (49.26): bezakonqnikomw; RAI: bezakonnymw; X: lacuna.
14,22 L+GA (50.2): vesqma; R: vsema otnud; A: vesma otnu; I: vsema otinudq; X:
lacuna.
15,1 L+GA (50.3): praddw; RA: predlw; I: predlw → praddw; X: lacuna.47
15,17 L+GA (50.13): vesqma; RA: otnd; I: otinudq; X: lacuna.
16,2 L+GA (50.16): ni; RAIX: i ne.


trol texts” in these cases “mogut0podderivat/0i0vtorinye0teni ” but then she articulates a classic error for determining primary readings—that older MSS contain older readings: “drevnejwie0spiski
podderivat0naal/nye, a bolee0novye – vtorinye0teni ” (ibid., p. 177, fn. 19). A textual
critic, in contrast, does not consider the age of a MS to be a criterion for determining primacy of readings.
45 Uspenskij sbornik XII–XIII vv., izdanie0 podgotovili0 O. A. Kn zevska , V. G. Dem/ nov,
and M. V. L pon, pod0redakciej0S. I. Kotkova (M., 1971).
46 V. M. Istrin, Knigy vremenqny
i œbrazny Geœrgi Mnixa. Xronika Georgi
Amartola v drevnem slav norusskom perevode. t. 1: Tekst (Petrograd, 1920).
47 Vilkul pointed out that my edition reports only the correction in I to praddw but it should also have
included the word that was being corrected — i.e., predlw.
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veliim; RAIX: velikimw / velikymw.

To these, Vilkul could have added:
22,2/3 L+GA (511,20):

izbgnuti; RAIX: izbyti.

Of these 14 cases, 9 are morphological (2,2; 3,1; 3,2; 3,13; 3,15; 14,17; 16,2; 21,24, and
22,2/3); 2 involve word order correspondence (14,16 and 16,3); and 3 indicate different
word choices (14,22; 15,1; and 15,17). For the reasons indicated above (p. 56), I focus
mainly on word choices, in particular those that result in a different meaning (rather than
just synonym substitutions). For comparison purposes, presented below are the word
choice similarities of GA and RAIX against L for the same portion of text:

silnaa kulii kolgini (X: komaginy) finiki (RA: fikia) vs ; GA
(59.1–2): silna kulii suri komagini i finikii vs ; L: na vs .
2,3 RAIX: daæe / doæe do / ko kurini ; GA (59.5): doæe i do krini ; L: do kurinia.
2,4 RAIX: suritu (I: surit; X: si<r>i<t>i) livui; GA (59.5): surti livii; L:
asuritisiu.
2,10 RAIX+GA (59.9): ostrovy paki imatw / imatq; L: ostrovw neki imatq.
3,6 RAIX: dalmati molosi / malosi fesali (RA: felasi ); GA (59.9):
dalmati molosi fesali ; L: alma<ti> luei fesalq .
14,19–20 RAI: imutq otcq / ocq svoix i obyai / obya ; GA (49.27): imutq ocq
svoixw obyai; L: imutq ot svoix obyai; X: lacuna.48
14,21 RAI+GA (50.1): klevetati; L: oklevetati; X: lacuna.49
15,13 RAI: lbo a+e (I: +i) dalee; GA (50.10): lbo a+e i dalee; L: lbo dalee;
X: lacuna.
15,21–22 RA: sp tq tako i mnogia muæi; IX: sp tq takoæe i mnogi æeny; GA
(50.15): sp tq i mnogi æeny; L: sp tq i æeny.50
21,21 RAIX+GA (511.16): s psnqmi (RA: +i) iznes(w)we; L: izneswwe.
1,9

RAIX:

Thus, we find 9 cases of word-choice coincidence of RAIX+GA against L as opposed to
only 3 of L+GA against RAIX. There are two other cases that are less clear:

vnymw; RAI + one copy of GA: vewnimw; X: vesnenim; 6 other copies of GA:
vesnq(e)nymw.

16,4 L:

____________________________
48 Gippius used this passage as evidence for the similarity of GA with L against RAIX. Gippius, “O
kritike0teksta,” p. 80. He focused on the presence of i in RAI, absent in both GA and L. But that
word does not change the meaning of the passage and was most likely added by the author of the PVL.
More significant is the difference between the otecq of RAI+GA and the ot of L.
49 Gippius cites the reading oklevetati in L as being the same reading in GA and differing from the
reading klevetati that appears in RAI, but here he is mistaken. Gippius, “O kritike0teksta,” p.
81. Note that I am not counting oklevetati as a different word from klevetati since they do not
have significantly distinctive meanings.
50 Gippius used this passage as evidence for the similarity of GA with L against RAIX. Gippius, “O
kritike0teksta,” p. 81. He focused on the presence of tako / takoæe of RAIX, absent in both GA
and L. But that word does not change the meaning of the passage and was most likely added by the author
of the PVL. More significant is the absence of mnogi in L, which does alter the meaning somewhat, and
its presence in GA, which was not mentioned by Gippius.
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21,22 LRAI:

v rku; X+GA (511.17): vw more / v mori.

In this last case, Vilkul claims that the reading in X was a scribal conjecture for correcting the PVL arrived at “po0smyslu” rather than from checking GA. In this she is probably right, but she does not consider the possibility that the readings of L were corrections
to the PVL made later by a scribe’s familiarity with GA. In fact, there is evidence that the
scribe of L or its exemplar directly used a later copy of GA, which would explain the few
similarities that Vilkul finds between GA and L. In the PVL at the beginning of the borrowing from GA occurs an unusual reading in L:
1,2–3 RAIXTr: g e snve noevi razdliwa zeml.
L: pervie s<nve> noevi razdliwa zeml.

The sense of the passage calls for the “three sons” to be dividing the land, so from where
does the scribe of L get the word “first”? The author of the PVL may have telescoped the
passage immediately preceding the word-for-word borrowing:
GA

(58.20–25)

PVL

Po0razmwenii0oubo0i0stolpou

g e snve

razrouwenii0prizvawa 

Noevi vs

0rodivwa

s

x

ot0ni i

dad t/0im&0napisanie0stranou
svo0imena0im&, ix&e0ot0oc
a
pri wa, otkoud0sout/0kodo0ix&0i
komoudo0svoe0kolno0i0starost/stvo

msto0i0vtvi0i0strany0i0ostrovi0i

g e (L: pervie)
synove Noevi

Po0potop 

rky, komoudo0to0prileit/.

razdliwa0zeml,

nasld/stvouet/0e

Sim&, Xam&, Afet&. I vs

pervnecq
snq Noevw Simw ot Persidy i
Vaktoronomw...

v&stok&

Vatrq....

Simovi: Persida,

I propose that the α text took its 3-e synove Noevi from the beginning of this section in
but the scribe of L noticed that in GA immediately preceding the word-for-word borrowing of the names of the lands, the phrase pervnecq snq Noevw occurs and mistakenly changed 3-e to pervie.
This preceding analysis of the relationship of the PVL to the Chronicle of Harmatolus demonstrates that the readings carried by RAIX are closer to the readings of the
source text than the readings of L are. By presenting only those cases where L and GA
are similar, Vilkul provides a distorted view of that relationship. One must analyze both
the similarities of RAIX and GA against L, on the one hand, and of L and GA against
RAIX, on the other, to provide an accurate representation.
The Bible, likewise, is a source text for the PVL, and comparison of the citations in
the PVL with the corresponding Bible passages may help us to determine primacy of
readings. We need to ascertain, however, the readings in the Bible that would have been
available to the author of the PVL. The Ostrog Bible, which Vilkul takes as her Bible
copy of choice, was not available in 1116; it is from 1581. Vilkul justifies her choice of a
“rather late” Bible on the basis that the text of the Slavonic translation of the Bible “was
stable”: “privou0 biblejskie0 teni 0 po0 dovol/no0 pozdnej0 Ostroskoj
GA,
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Biblii, t.k. drevnie0 slav nskie0 perevody0 sv. Pisani 0 rassypany0 po
mnoestvu0 istonikov0 i0 izdanij, asto0 malodostupnyx, a tekst0 v0 principe0 ustojiv; v dannom0 sluae0 Ostroska 0 Bibli 0 neskol/ko0 rasxodits 0 s0 PVL, naibolee0 blizkij0 PVL0 variant0 sm. v Paremejnike; dalee
naliie0raznotenij0ogovoreny.”51

In fact, the readings of the Ostrog Bible diverge
more than “somewhat” from those of the PVL and the Prophetologion, comparatively
speaking. Not all Bible readings were the same in the late 16th century as in the early
12th century, and the readings in the various books of the Bible underwent significant
changes in East Slavic lands during this time.
Two cases taken from the Psalms should be enough to make my point. The PVL and
Novgorod I Chronicle contain a fragment of Psalm 21:17, which I also give according to
a 12th-century Slavonic Psalter, two 13th-century Slavonic Psalters, the Gennadii Bible,
and the Ostrog Bible:
133,17 LRAIXN1: i s(o)borw zlobivyxw (I:
Psalm 21:17
Sinai 6: i swborw zlobivyxw osde m .52
Bonon: I swnemw zlobivyxw œsde m .53
Pogod: Swnymw zlobivyxw œsde m .54
Gennadij: swnqm lukavyx odrwæas m .55
Ostrog: sonmw lukavyxw oderæawa m .56

zlobnyxw) osde m

.

The reading of the 12th-century Psalter, Sinai 6, is in agreement with that of the PVL and
of the Novgorod I Chronicle. Yet, the Ostrog and Gennadii Bibles in the same place have
a very different reading. Without the evidence of the 12th-century Sinai Psalter, one
could be confused by the reading in the PVL and in the Novgorod I Chronicle, and might
not even be aware that it is from Psalm 21. MacRobert and Thomson have identified 5
redactions of the psalter.57 It is clear that the author of the PVL is citing from redaction II
____________________________
51 Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0i Textkritik,” p. 176.
52 An Early Slavonic Psalter from Rus’, edited by Moshe Altbauer with the colloboration of Horace G.
Lunt (Cambridge, MA, 1978), p. 7 (RGB Q p I 73, fol. 5v).
53 Psalterium Bononiense: Interpretationem veterem slavicam, edited by V. Jagić (Vienna/Berlin/SPb.,
1907), p. 96.
54 Psalterium Bononiense, p. 96.
55 Gennadii Bible, fol. 383v.
56 The Ostroh Bible, 1581: Reproduced in Commemoration of the Millennium of the Baptism of Ukraine
into the Holy Orthodox Faith, 988–1988 (Winnipeg, 1983).
57 Catherine M. MacRobert, “The Textual Tradition of the Church Slavonic Psalter up to the Fifteenth
Century,” in Interpretation of the Bible, edited by Jože Krašovec, (Sheffield, 1998), pp. 922–924, 928; Francis J. Thomson, “The Slavonic Translation of the Old Testament,” in Interpretation of the Bible, edited by
Jože Krašovec (Sheffield, 1998), pp. 803–825. MacRobert refers to them as redactions I (Archaic or South
Slavonic), II (Russian), III (Athonite), Norov, and IV. Cf. Mary MacRobert, “The Greek Textological Basis
of the Early Redactions of the Church Slavonic Psalter,” Palaeobulgarica, vol. 14, no. 2 (1990), pp. 7–9.
Thomson refers to them as redactions I, II (Symeonic), III (Athonite), IV (Norov), and V (Cyprianic). So
MacRobert’s redaction IV is Thomson’s redaction V, and MacRobert’s Norov Redaction is Thomson’s
redaction IV.
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whereas the Gennadii and Ostrog Bibles represent a later redaction (IV or V, depending
on whether one uses MacRobert’s or Thomson’s classification system).
Another case involves Psalm 81:8, where all copies of the PVL and the K copy of
N1 are in agreement, but Ak and T of N1 have a different reading.
101,15

vw vsx stranaxw.
AkT: vw vsx zycxw.

LRAIXK:

In the Ostrog Bible we find: vw vsxw -ycex. Although the stemma tells us vw
vsxw stranaxw is the reading in α, someone using the Ostrog Bible as the representive of the source text might conclude the reading of AkT belongs to α. If so, that conclusion would be, mistaken because we find both strana and zykw used interchangeably to translate ε´φνος as early as a 10th-century Bulgarian redaction that accompanies
the translation into Church Slavonic of Theodoret of Cyrrhus’ commentary on the
Psalms.58
Vilkul uses the Ostrog Bible as though it accurately transmits 12th-century readings
for all books of the Bible. Yet the Ostrog Bible derives from the Gennadii Bible, which
itself drew heavily on the Latin Vulgate. In Thomson’s view: “The resultant Biblical text
is not merely defective with many minor omissions and errors, it is also obviously
uniquely eclectic.”59 Vilkul’s quotations from the Bible each present a different problem
depending on the book she is citing. The reason there are different problems for various
books is the Bible developed in Slavonic translation not as a complete text but as separate
parts of the Bible and separate books – the Octateuch, the Prophets, the Psalms, the
Gospels, and so forth. Not until 1499 is there a text of the complete Bible in East Slavic
territory. Thus, one cannot agree with her assertion that the text of the Bible “was stable”
during this period.
A case in point involves Vilkul’s discussion of a citation in the PVL from Micah:
100,14–16
L: ty viflevome dome efrantovw i da ne mnogi esi byti v tys +axw idovaxw.
RAI: ty vifleome dome efrantovw egda / eda ne moglw esi byti v tysu+ax /
tys +ax idovax.
X: ty vifliome dome efrantovq niim æe menwi esi vw vldkax ıoudovax.
N1: vifleomw domw efrantovw eda mnog esi byti v tysu+ax idovaxw.
Micah 5:2–3:
Ostrog: i ty vifleome dome efraa eda mal esi ty ko æe byti v tysu+axw
ıoudinyxw.
____________________________
58 V. A. Pogorelov, Tolkovani Feodorita Kirrskogo na Psaltyrq v drevne-bolgarskom
perevode. Rassmotrenie spiskov i issledovanie osobennostej Psaltyrnogo teksta (Varwava, 1910), str. 226–227; cf. J. Lépissier, Les Commentaires des Psaumes de Théodoret (Paris, 1968),
p. 305. My thanks to Mary MacRobert for allowing me to consult with her on these passages and for pointing out the above citations to me.
59 Thomson, “Slavonic Translation,” p. 664 (see also ibid., pp. 673, 658–664 for a discussion of Vulgate
influence on the Gennadii Bible and subsequently the Ostrog Bible).
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She asserts that the ne moglw reading of RAI “contradicts the sense of the Biblical
text.”60 She also points out that none of the other copies exactly corresponds with the
reading of the Ostrog Bible either (instead of eda mal, L has i da ne mnogi; X has
niim æe menwi; and N1 has eda mnog). Nonetheless, according to her, both L and
X convey the meaning of the Biblical text better and are, thus, more acceptable than the
reading of RAI, which reading she sees as a corruption and evidence of contamination
of RA on I.
Yet, when we consult the Prophetologion (Parimejnik), we find both the ne
mnogw and the ne moglw readings are attested in early MSS:61

eda ne mnogw esi byti (XII ili XIII vv.)
eda ne mnogw esi byti (1271 g.)
Perfir/evskij: eda ne mnogw esi byti (1378 g.)
Lobkovskij: eda ne moglw esi byti (1294–1320 gg.)
L punovskij: eda ne moglw esi byti (1511 g.)
Stefanovskij: eda moglw esi byti (XIV v.)
Grigoroviev:

Zaxar/inskij:

The Grigorovichev and Lobkovskii copies of the Prophetologion are representative of the
Bulgarian recension (izvod); the others, of the Russian recension, as defined by the editor Roman Brandt.62 Although the reading ne moglw may not be “correct” in relation to
the reading ολιγοστος in the Septuagint, it does satisfy the grammatical requirements of
the sentence (masculine singular l-participle of the verb “moi”).63 The malw reading
of the Ostrog Bible is attested in Brandt’s publication only in a later printed Bible, which
most likely was based on their common source, the Gennadii Bible. So, instead of being
evidence of confluence between RA and I, this reading is evidence that the author of the
PVL had access to a Prophetologion that drew on one of the versions of the Bulgarian
recension.
Another case involves Vilkul’s citation of two Biblical passages relating to her assertion that RA contaminated IX. The first passage is from the book of Isaiah:
168,10–11 LK: wi æelzna / æelzny tvo ;
Ostrog: æila æelzna vy tvo (Isaiah 48:4).

RAIX:

wi æelzna vy tvo

.

If, as Vilkul asserts (“Tekstologi 0 i Textkritik,” p. 182), the primary reading here is
carried by RAIX, then this would provide evidence against the shared readings of
RAIX being the result of confluence and could be considered evidence of confluence
between the hyparchetype of N1 and L (see above, “Confluence”) as I indicate in my
stemma, for the secondary reading is shared by K and L.
____________________________
60 Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0i Textkritik,” p. 176.
61 Roman0 Brandt, Grigoroviev Parimejnik. V slienii s drugimi parimejnikami,
OIDR, vypusk 1, t. 168, kn. 1 (1894), str. I–IV, 1–90; vypusk 2, t. 170, kn. 3 (1894), str.
91–178 and t. 193, kn. 2 (1900), 179–290; vypusk 3, t. 197, kn. 2 (1901), str. [V–VI], 291–308,
vyp. 1, str. 5.
62 Brandt, Grigoroviev Parimejnik, vyp. 1, str. II.
63 My thanks to David J. Birnbaum for allowing me to consult with him on this passage in particular and
on some of the other passages in general.
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The second passage is from Genesis. The readings of the PVL MSS in comparison
with the Ostrog Bible are:
L: ot ploda zemli; RA: ot plodovw zemnyx;
ploda zemnyx.
Ostrog: ot plodovw zeml (Genesis 4:3).

89,17

IX:

ot plod zemnyx; K: ot

Vilkul points to the plural form of RAIX as being closer to the Ostrog Bible reading.64
If RAIX do carry the primary reading here, as Vilkul seems to be indicating, then that
argues against the notion that shared readings of RAIX are the result of confluence. Yet,
any conclusions based on a comparisons of the PVL with the Ostrog Bible alone are
inherently faulty. The Septuagint has the genitive plural form for fruit and the genitive
singular for land as a noun: απο των καρπων τη̃ς γη̃ς. None of the PVL MSS renders
this grammatical relationship exactly. L has the corresponding equivalent genitive singular for the noun land (i.e., zemli), but renders the noun fruit as a genitive singular (i.e.,
ploda). RAIX have the equivalent genitive plural for the noun fruit (i.e., either plodovw
or plodw) but have turned land into a genitive plural adjective (i.e., zemnyxw). All
these grammatical forms of the PVL MSS, however, can be found in early Slavonic copies
of Genesis and of the Prophetologion, including the otw plodw zemnyxw reading of
IX.65 Thus, appeal to the Slavonic translation of Genesis does not aid us in determining
the primary reading of this passage in the PVL.
Vilkul cites two other quotations from Genesis that appear in the PVL, but in doing
so she ignores the history of the transmission of this text in the Slavonic translation.
According to Thomson, the Octateuch, of which Genesis is the first book, went through
three redactions – a South Slavic (SS), an East Slavic (ES), and an Intermediate (I) redaction. He sees the Gennadii Bible as representing a family of ES and the Ostrog Bible as
also representing ES but having made corrections from SS.66 Thus, in any given passage
in Genesis, the Ostrog Bible may be rendering a derivative reading and we need to understand Vilkul’s use of the Ostrog Bible from that perspective. According to Vilkul, LRA
transmit the Biblical reading of Genesis 3:5 correctly because the reading they have corresponds to the reading in the Ostrog Bible:
89,1–2
L: otverzetas œi va i budeta ko i bw
R: otverzites <o>i va i boudeta ko bw
A: otverzetes œi va i budeta ko bgw
I: otvrzostas œi va i budeta ko bw
X: otvrwzostas oi va i budeta k bw
K: otverzostas oi va i budeta ko bogw
Ostrog: otverzuts oi vawi, i budete ko b-i (Gen 3:5).
____________________________
64 Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0i Textkritik,” p. 182.
65 A. V. Mixajlov, Opyt izueni teksta knigi Byti proroka
slav nskom perevode, ast/ 1: Parimejnyj tekst (Varwava, 1912),
Grigoroviev Parimejnik, vyp. 2, str. 132.
66 Thomson, “Slavonic Translation,” 730–734.
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She sees the form otvrzostas / otvrwzostas in IX and K to be “a rather typical mistake of scribes” (Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0i Textkritik,” p. 185). Yet, the Septuagint form of the verb “open” is the 3rd person dual aorist-future passive:
διανοιχθήσονται, which is accurately rendered in Slavonic by either the root aorist with
the ending (-eta / -ete) of L and A or by the productive aorist with the ending (-osta)
of IXK. Early MSS of the Slavonic translation of Genesis attest to both otverzetas
and otvrzostas .67 This means that the “rather typical mistake” most likely did not
occur in copying the PVL but in the source text the author of the PVL used.
The copies of the PVL differ in their rendering the verb in quoting from Genesis
12:1 The readings of the PVL MSS are:
92,19 LRA: 0;
/

IX:

i poidi; N1: i idi.

Ostrog: i idi (Gen 12:1).
Prophetologion: pridi.68

Vilkul points out that the reading of IXN1 is closer to the Ostrog Bible reading. The
absence of these words in LRA could have been from the result of a scribal haplography
or derive from an earlier Bible available to Syl’vestr. The reading in the Prophetologion
testifies that the prefix was variable. We may have to await further research on the various redactions of the Octateuch before we can reach any definite conclusions about this
passage, keeping in mind, however, that authors of this time generally cited Biblical quotations from memory rather than from a particular text. So even if the null reading of
LRA is not found in any extant MS, that does not necessarily mean that Syl’vestr wrote
this passage without those words in α.
Vilkul uses citations from the Prophets in an equally questionable way:
LRA: to i tako
obratistes ko / kw mn

168,19–20

(L:

tu) ne obratistes

IXN1:

to i tako ne

Vilkul identifies this passage as being “a paraphrase of the Biblical expression” found in
Joel 2:12 (Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0i Textkritik,” p. 181) where the word obratites
also occurs. But we can consider this a misidentification on her part for two reasons.
First, the PVL author quotes Joel 2:12 directly a few lines earlier in the text:

obratites ko mn vsmq srdcmq vawimw.
Ostrog: obratites kw mn vsmw srdcem vawimw (Joel 2:12).
168,4–5 LRAIXN1:

Here all PVL witnesses are in agreement. Second, the phrase that appears in 168,19–20
is a refrain that occurs 5 times in Amos 4:6–10 (“you do not return to me” RSV):
Ostrog:

i ne obratistes kw mn (Amos 4:6)
i ne obratistes kw mn (Amos 4:8)

____________________________
67 Mixajlov, Opyt izueni teksta knigi Byti , str. 139. Copies of the Prophetologion
testify variously to otvrwzets , otvrqzetas , and otvrwzuts . Brandt, Grigoroviev Parimejnik, vyp. 2, str. 119.
68 Brandt, Grigoroviev Parimejnik, vyp. 3, str. 280.
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i takoæde ne obratistes kw mn (Amos 4:9)
i takoæde ne obratistes kw mn (Amos 4:10)
As is clear from this comparison, the wording of Amos 4:9 and 4:10 is closer to the PVL
rendering in 168,19–20 than is the wording of Amos 4:6 and 4:8. Yet, one also notices a
difference between the to i tako of RAIXN1 (as well as the to i tu of L) and the
i takoæde of the Ostrog Bible. This difference indicates that the author of the PVL
probably used a redaction of Amos different from the one the compilers of the Ostrog
Bible used, and it raises the possibility that the redaction of Amos used by the PVL
author did not have the kw mn phrase. Thus, the presence of kw mn in IXN1 could
be a correction by the scribe of γ in my stemma, whereas the scribe of β maintained the
reading in α.
Vilkul uses the Ostrog Bible to compare with other citations in the PVL seemingly
unaware of the problems involved in doing so (Vilkul, “Tekstologi 0 i Textkritik,”
p. 181). I saw my task in regard to Biblical quotations in the PVL, as indeed I saw it
throughout the text, as one of reconstructing, aided by the stemma, the reading that the
author of the PVL wrote, not the reading that was closest to the Ostrog Bible (or to one or
another redaction of a particular book, or to the most “correct” reading, of the Bible). As
such, the stemma-preferred readings of the PVL can help us determine from which redactions of the various Biblical books the author of the PVL derived his readings. To be
sure, understanding of those various redactions of the Biblical books can also inform the
decision-making process of determining which reading is primary. Yet, it is insufficiently
rigorous methodology to compare readings in the PVL only with the equivalent places in
the Ostrog Bible. Vilkul concludes that her citations from the Bible “contradict the thesis
of the primacy of short readings” (p. 180), but it does not show that at all, especially if
one is citing, as she does, a later redaction of the Bible instead of the redactions of the
various Biblical books that would have been available to the author of the PVL.
Conclusion
I would be remiss were I not to once again express my gratitude to Tat’iana Vilkul
for her detailed review and evaluation of my edition of the PVL. In the end, however,
most of her and Gippius’ disagreement with my conclusions derive from different
approaches to text editing. Vilkul and Gippius at times embrace the approach of determining primary readings according to philological correctness, while I attempt to apply
the principles of textual criticism (as I understand them) and choose the reading that
explains the others. The mistakes that Vilkul found in my edition and the inaccuracies I
pointed out in her review demonstrate, nonetheless, one of the central principles that I
applied – authorial texts contain errors.
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List of Abbreviations
α = Proposed paradosis of the PVL
= Academy copy of the PVL

A
Ak

= Academy copy of the Novgorod I Chronicle

GA

= Chronicle of Gregory Hamartolus

I

= Hypatian copy of the PVL

K

= Commission copy of the Novgorod I Chronicle

L

= Laurentian copy of the PVL

N1

= Novgorod I Chronicle
= Pogodin copy of the PVL

P

Pat

(D)
(N)
(O)
(R)
(S)
(T)

= Kievan Caves Patericon
= MAMID, Obol. = 38 – copy of Kievan Caves Patericon
= BAN 45.11.17 – copy of Kievan Caves Patericon
= RGB, OIDR0= 157 – copy of Kievan Caves Patericon
= RGB, Rum nc. = 305 – copy of Kievan Caves Patericon
= RNB, Sof. = 1363 – copy of Kievan Caves Patericon
= RNB, Sof. = 1365 – copy of Kievan Caves Patericon
=

PSRL

=

PVL

Polnoe sobranie russkix letopisej
Povestq vremennyx let

= Radziwiłł copy of the PVL

R

RSV = Revised Standard Version
= Synod copy of the Novgorod I Chronicle

S

= Sil’vestr Redaction of the Tale of Boris and Gleb
= GIM, Sin. = 182 – copy of the Sil’vestr Redaction
= RNB, Pogodin. = 645 – copy of the Sil’vestr Redaction
= RGB, Troic. = 679 – copy of the Sil’vestr Redaction
= GIM, Sin. = 996 – copy of the Sil’vestr Redaction
= RNB, Q.I.1001 – copy of the Sil’vestr Redaction
= GIM, Sin. = 807 – copy of the Sil’vestr Redaction
= GIM, Uspensk. = 3 – copy of the Sil’vestr Redaction
= Sakharov copy of the Sil’vestr Redaction
= RNB, Solov. = 616(518) – copy of the Sil’vestr Redaction

Sil/v

(a)
(b)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(U)
(S)
(S)
T
Tr
X

= Tolstoy copy of the Novgorod I Chronicle
= Trinity copy of the PVL (according to typographic plates)
= Khlebnikov copy of the PVL

OIDR

=

teni v Ob+estve istorii i drevnostej rossijskix
pri Moskovskom universitete, Moscow, 1845–1918.
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